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Collinear laser spectroscopy has been performed on doubly-charged ions of radioactive yttrium,
in order to study the isotope shifts of the 294.6 nm 5s 2S1/2 → 5p 2P1/2 line. The potential of
such an alkali-like transition to improve the reliability of atomic field shift and mass shift factor
calculations, and hence the extraction of nuclear mean-square radii, is discussed. Production of
yttrium ion beams for such studies is uniquely available at the IGISOL IV Accelerator Laboratory,
Jyväskylä, Finland. This newly recommissioned facility, is described here in relation to the on-line
study of accelerator-produced short-lived isotopes using collinear laser spectroscopy, and the first
application of the technique to doubly-charged ions.

PACS numbers: 42.62.Fi, 32.30.-r, 21.10.Ft, 27.60.+j
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I. INTRODUCTION

High-resolution optical spectroscopy is of fundamen-
tal importance to nuclear structure research, and must
be applied to short-lived radioactive isotopes to under-
stand how nuclear properties change with proton and
neutron number [1–3]. These isotopes are produced at
specialist “isotope factories” where typically a high en-
ergy beam of charged particles from an accelerator is im-
pinged on a sample of target material in order to induce
nuclear reactions. The products are then extracted in
the form of a low energy (30−60 keV) beam of ions, ma-
nipulated and transported to experimental stations. The
most common high-resolution form of such spectroscopy
is collinear laser spectroscopy, in which a laser beam and
a radioactive ion beam are overlapped in a parallel geom-
etry. Collinear laser spectroscopy is used at many differ-
ent facilities; examples include ISOLDE (CERN, Switzer-
land) [4], JYFL (Jyväskylä, Finland) [5], NSCL (Michi-
gan, USA) [6] and TRIUMF (Vancouver, Canada) [7],
with complementary techniques for heavy elements [8, 9].
For this work, beams of neutron-rich isotopes of yttrium
are uniquely available at the JYFL IGISOL IV facility.

The mean-square charge radius of a nucleus is a quan-
tity of key importance for studies of nuclear sizes and
shapes, and can be extracted from isotope shift measure-
ments in a nuclear model-independent way. The change
in nuclear mean-square charge radius, δ〈r2〉A,A′

, from iso-

topes A to A′, is related to the isotope shift, δνA,A
′
, by [1]

δνA,A
′

= M
mA′ −mA

mAmA′
+ Fδ〈r2〉A,A

′
(1)
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where m is the atomic mass [10] and M and F are the re-
spective atomic factors for the mass shift and field shift.
Thus, these two constants need to be evaluated in or-
der to extract the values of δ〈r2〉 for a chain of isotopes.
Normally, F and M are calibrated through non-optical
isotope shift data, obtained using methods such as K X-
ray spectroscopy, muonic atom spectroscopy or electron
scattering. These methods require a macroscopic sample,
and are therefore limited to stable or long-lived isotopes.
Additionally, optical isotope shifts may have been mea-
surable (at low efficiency) using a vapourised sample for
a variety of transitions, easing the atomic calculations
or providing a crosscheck. Such measurements are then
incorporated into a combined analysis of radii reference
data [11, 12], suitable for use as a calibration providing
at least three stable isotopes are present. A new facility
at RIKEN, Japan, aims to apply electron scattering to
radioactive ion beams [13], but production may not be
versatile across the periodic table, and elements such as
yttrium may be problematic, as they are for conventional
Isotope Separation On-Line (ISOL) facilities, tradition-
ally used for collinear laser spectroscopy.

In the Z ≈ 40 region of the nuclear chart, a sudden
onset of nuclear deformation occurs at N ≈ 60 [5, 14–
16]. This dramatic shape transition is accompanied by
a sharp increase in mean-square nuclear charge radius.
The yttrium isotope chain is of particular interest as it
appears to fall right in the centre of this deformed re-
gion of the nuclear chart and is seemingly the element for
which the effect is most prominent [14]. From N = 50
to N = 59, the yttrium nuclei were observed to become
increasingly oblate, accompanied by a proportional in-
crease in nuclear softness, having a significant dynamic
component to the total deformation. At N = 60, this
appears to change abruptly to a rigidly deformed pro-
late shape. A measure of the nuclear softness is given
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by the difference between experimental charge radii and
static-only estimates calculated using the nuclear electric
quadrupole moments. Therefore, a reliable calibration of
F and M is important in drawing conclusions on nuclear
softness and in comparing the nuclear charge radii with
those of neighbouring elements’ isotope chains.

The main issue for reliably determining the mean-
square charge radii is that yttrium has only one stable
isotope, 89Y. Non-optical data for changes in charge radii
along the yttrium chain, to which calibration could be
attempted, are not available. One must therefore rely
on multiconfiguration Dirac-Fock (MCDF) calculations,
or semi-empirical estimates, of both F and M . Simi-
lar problems have recently arisen in the studies of nio-
bium [5], scandium [17] and manganese [18, 19], and, to
a lesser extent, also copper [20] and gallium [21], which
each have two stable isotopes. In these latter cases, (nu-
clear model dependent) non-optical data could at least
be used to correct the mass shift factor, which is the
more challenging factor of the two to calculate due to
the stronger dependence on electron correlations.

The MCDF method allows atoms with many open
shells to be treated in a similar manner to closed-shell
atoms. An atomic energy level, α, is represented by a
sum of configuration state functions (CSFs) [22],

φα(PJM) =

nc∑
r=1

cr(α)|γrPJM〉, (2)

all of which exhibit the same symmetry. Here, nc is the
number of CSFs present, and cr(α) represents the level
in this basis. A spherical nucleus is assumed in order to
obtain a single field shift factor, F , for a whole isotope
chain. In order to do this, a Fermi distribution is assumed
to hold for the nuclear charge density [22]

ρ(r) =
ρ0

1 + e(r−c)/a
, (3)

where c is the radius at half-charge density, and a is re-
lated to the nuclear skin depth, t, by

a =
t

4 ln 3
. (4)

For more complex transitions involving many electrons,
difficulties in correctly calculating the F and M factors
often arise from missed correlation contributions. Whilst
the MCDF method takes this into account by incorporat-
ing electron “replacements” from bound states to virtual
“active” states, the rapid increase in the size of the wave-
function requires truncation of the active space. For this
reason, this approach has mainly been tested for isotope
shifts of lighter elements and isotopes with simpler va-
lence shell structures [22].

For yttrium, laser spectroscopy was previously per-
formed on singly-charged ions of 86−90,92−102Y, using the
363.3 nm 5s2 1S0 → 4d5p 1P1 transition [14]. Although
exhibiting a high spectroscopic efficiency, an evaluation

of the F and M factors could only be performed empiri-
cally, by assuming radial trends similar to other isotopes
in the region. This can be ambiguous, because in regions
rich in nuclear structural change, it is difficult to know
which (if any) of the isotopes are expected to display
“normal” behaviour and be suitable for use as anchor
points. Later, values of F and M were calculated using
the MCDF method for two different transitions in the Y+

ion. These were the aforementioned 363.3 nm transition,
and also the 321.7 nm 4d5s 3D2 → 4d5p 3P1 transition,
where selected isotopes have been remeasured, ostensibly
to determine the nuclear spin of 100mY [23]. The calcula-
tions performed yielded inconsistent values of δ〈r2〉, scat-
tering either side of the semi-empirical estimate [22]. Al-
though having isotope shift measurements for two transi-
tions enabled an assessment of consistency by extracting
radii from both lines for a common set of isotopes or
analysis via a King plot, the transitions were selected on
the basis of experimental considerations alone.

Usually, atomic transitions are selected for experimen-
tal study on the grounds of their spectroscopic efficiency
and sensitivity. Collinear laser spectroscopy typically has
the capability to access exotic isotopes which have ion
currents from around 100 s−1 [24]. However, in principle
it is possible to identify transitions where MCDF cal-
culations are easier or more reliable. Whilst such tran-
sitions may have a lower spectroscopic efficiency, only
three isotopes (two isotope shifts) need to be remeasured,
and this is sufficient to recalibrate the charge radii mea-
surements for the whole isotope chain. The 294.6 nm
5s 2S1/2 → 5p 2P1/2 line in the Y2+ ion [25] promised
a simpler atomic structure, and was therefore chosen for
study in this work.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY

Laser spectroscopy was performed at the IGISOL IV
facility [26–28], University of Jyväskylä, Finland (Fig-
ure 1). At the IGISOL, nuclear reactions are induced by
impinging a beam of protons, deuterons or alpha particles
from one of two cyclotrons onto a foil of target material.
These are: a new MCC30 cyclotron, able to deliver pro-
tons at 30 MeV and deuterons at 15 MeV; and a K130
cyclotron which delivers also higher beam energies and
heavier ions. Beam delivery from the K130 is however
limited to beam currents of<10 µA, whereas significantly
higher currents will be available from the MCC30, and
it is dedicated for IGISOL use. Reaction products recoil
into an inert buffer gas and are subsequently carried out
in a supersonic gas jet. This allows for the study of a
range of radionuclides which are not available at facili-
ties where conventional thick targets are used (due to the
physical or chemical properties of the products [29, 30]).
Various “ion guide” gas cell designs are available, for fis-
sion, light-ion induced fusion evaporation and heavy-ion
reactions, sputtering of macroscopic samples and laser
resonance ionisation.
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FIG. 1. The layout of the IGISOL IV facility, University of Jyväskylä, Finland. Radioactive Y2+ ions were produced from
proton-induced fission reactions, formed into a beam and directed along the beamline to the laser spectroscopy station. To
provide a frequency reference, stable 89Y2+ ions were formed into a beam in a similar way, but produced using the dedicated
off-line source, located on the second floor of the facility.

A. Production of radioactive yttrium ions

Radioactive yttrium isotopes were produced via a
proton-induced fission reaction with a 30 MeV proton
beam impinging on a thin foil of natural uranium or tho-
rium. The reaction products recoil out of the target into
a gas cell filled with 150–300 mbar of helium before being
transported through a 1 mm diameter exit nozzle in a su-
personic gas jet. Most of the charged ionic products leave
the target chamber in the singly-charged state; however,
a small fraction (∼ 10%) leave the IGISOL in a doubly-
charged state. For the first time, this smaller (doubly-
charged) fraction was used for laser spectroscopy.

Ions were subsequently captured by a sextupole ion
guide (SPIG) [31], consisting of six cylindrical rods with
RF voltages applied to adjacent rods in anti-phase. This
focused the ions along the central axis towards a coni-
cal extraction electrode, whilst high throughput vacuum
pumps are used to remove the neutral helium buffer gas
and maintain the vacuum in the outer chamber of the
IGISOL. The resulting beam of ions was then acceler-
ated via a 30 kV potential applied to the IGISOL, to an
energy of 60 keV due to the desired ions being in the
doubly-charged state, directed along the beamline and
mass separated in-flight by means of passage through a
magnetic dipole field.

B. The RFQ cooler-buncher

After mass separation, the ions were directed to the
cooler-buncher, a RF quadrupole filled with a low pres-
sure (0.1 mbar) helium buffer gas [15, 32], placed on a
30 kV HV platform. The ions enter the cooler and collide
with the helium atoms, losing a fraction of their kinetic
energy upon each collision, until all ions are left with a
thermal kinetic energy of <1 eV. A weak axial field guides
the ions to the extraction end of the cooler, where a trap-
ping potential is applied to accumulate the ions, typically
for 200 ms, before releasing them as a bunched beam of
10 µs temporal length. After release from the cooler, the
ions are reaccelerated with a reduced emittance and lon-
gitudinal energy spread.

C. In-cooler optical pumping

Collinear laser spectroscopy of ions has traditionally
been limited to the study of transitions from the ground
state or very low-lying metastable states where the nat-
ural electronic population is significant. More recently,
optical pumping has been used to enhance the popula-
tion of a selected metastable state, from which collinear
laser spectroscopy can be performed. Due to the long ex-
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posure time to the laser, efficient optical pumping can be
achieved within the cooler-buncher [5], where optical ac-
cess to the central axis is permitted by a twin quadrupole
bend arrangement. Pulsed, broadband lasers are read-
ily able to produce a range of wavelengths through fre-
quency multiplication, with sufficient power to saturate
a transition for an ionic ensemble in the trapping region.
Schemes are chosen where a dominant decay branch ex-
ists to a specific metastable state, from which a more
desirable transition may be studied than those from the
ground state.

Such an approach was used to avoid Jl = 0 → Ju = 1
ground state transitions in order to determine the nu-
clear spin of 100mY [23] and niobium isotopes [5], where
in the latter case the ground state line (used for op-
tical pumping) was additionally too weak for efficient
collinear laser spectroscopy. For manganese, the optical
pumping scheme utilised a ground state line too weak
for spectroscopy (but nevertheless could be saturated in
the cooler-buncher) providing access to a more favourable
line in terms of spectroscopic efficiency and sensitivity to
the nuclear electric quadrupole moment [18, 33]. Spec-
troscopy of neutralised manganese atoms was also per-
formed, by passing the ionic beam through an alkali
vapour prior to laser interaction, but the high density
of atomic states populated led to an order of magnitude
loss in efficiency [33]. However, as a consequence, isotope
shifts on two lines were therefore measured and MCDF
calculations could be performed for both lines, although
an empirical adjustment had to be made to the mass shift
factor for the radii to match regional systematics [19].
Likewise for yttrium, having isotope shifts measured for
two lines offers a consistency check of two MCDF calcula-
tions, but these were found to be inconsistent both with
each other and the empirical estimates based on nuclear
radii systematics [22].

A computationally simpler transition was therefore
sought, and the 294.6 nm 5s 2S1/2 → 5p 2P1/2 line in
the doubly-charged ion identified, prompting such spec-
troscopy to be performed for the first time. Since this
excitation is from a metastable state at 7467.1 cm−1,
optical pumping with 232.7 nm light from a frequency-
quadrupled pulsed titanium sapphire laser with a 10 kHz
repetition rate was essential to populate this state. The
scheme is shown in Figure 2.

D. Collinear laser spectroscopy

After being cooled and bunched, the ions were directed
to the collinear laser spectroscopy station. Here, they
were overlapped in a collinear geometry with 0.7 mW
of linearly polarised light from a narrow-linewidth (few
MHz) single mode frequency-doubled cw dye laser, run-
ning with Rhodamine-6G dye. The fundamental fre-
quency of the laser was locked to the tip of a Doppler
broadened I2 absorption peak at 16947.1292 cm−1 and
stabilised to within a few MHz. A tuning voltage was
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FIG. 2. The optical pumping scheme used to study the
294.6 nm transition in the Y2+ ion.

applied to the laser-ion interaction region to Doppler
shift the effective frequency as seen by the ions over the
hyperfine resonances. Ions were resonantly excited on
the 294.6 nm 5s 2S1/2 → 5p 2P1/2 transition and fluo-
rescence photons from subsequent decay detected using
a photomultiplier tube. To suppress the photon back-
ground occurring mainly due to laser light being scat-
tered into the photomultiplier tube, for each tuning volt-
age step, ions were accumulated in the cooler for 200 ms
and released as a bunch having a 10µs temporal length.
A gate was applied to the photomultiplier tube signal to
veto any photon event occurring without an ion bunch
being in front of the detector. By employing ion beam
bunching, the photon background was reduced by four
orders of magnitude, while preserving the signal.

E. Production of the stable yttrium isotope

Testing of the spectroscopic scheme was performed by
forming an ion beam of the stable 89Y isotope. A smaller
gas cell was used in place of the fission ion guide, with a
few mbar of helium gas, and a pair of electrodes spaced
a few millimetres apart. A discharge voltage of 500 V
caused sputtering of a sample of yttrium placed as the
cathode. Again, approximately 10% of the yttrium ions
leaving the gas cell were in the doubly-charged state.

During radioactive beam experiments, a foil of stable
material is normally placed to slightly overlap the en-
trance aperture of the SPIG [18]. This has the effect
of producing a merged beam of the stable isotope which
may be measured between scans of radioactive isotopes
in order to provide a frequency reference. However, dur-
ing a first radioactive beam run, it was found that while
this method indeed produces ions from the foil material
in the singly-charged state, it did not produce ions in the
doubly-charged state (which only originate from within
the gas cell).

A dedicated off-line ion source was therefore developed,
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FIG. 3. The three hyperfine peaks of the 89Y2+ (I = 1/2)
ion, measured on the 294.6 nm 5s 2S1/2 → 5p 2P1/2 line.

with a similar arrangement for sputtering in a gas cell
as described above. As shown in Figure 1, this is lo-
cated separate from the IGISOL chamber providing the
radioactive ions. An electrostatic deflector before the
analyser magnet enabled the beam to be accepted from
either the IGISOL or the off-line source. To preserve the
precise voltage of the cooler, the high voltages of the two
sources were both optimised with respect to this.

III. DATA ANALYSIS

Ion beam energies, 2eVtotal = 2e(Vcooler−Vtuning) were
converted to Doppler-shifted frequencies, ν, by

ν = νL

(
1 + α+

√
2α+ α2

)
, (5)

where νL is the laser frequency in the laboratory frame
and α = 2eVtotal/mc

2. An arbitrary reference frequency
was subtracted as only relative frequencies are important.

A chi-squared minimisation routine was used to fit
Lorentzian peaks to the data. For the the 89Y spectrum,
example shown in Figure 3, an ambiguity arises in asso-
ciating each splitting with the respective upper or lower
atomic state, due to them having an identical J . The
fitting routine gave values of Al = −1803(5) MHz and
Au = −391(5) MHz, or equivalently, Al = +391(5) MHz
and Au = +1803(5) MHz. Although the centroid fre-
quency (and therefore any isotope shifts extracted) are
identical, MCDF calculations of the hyperfine A parame-
ters were performed in order to identify the correct order.
Calculated values of Al = −1780 MHz for the 5s 2S1/2

level and Au = −352 MHz for the 5p 2P1/2 level confirm
the former option. These results are summarised in Ta-
ble I. Since Ju,l < 1, there is no quadrupole interaction
for this line.

During a first radioactive beam experiment, spectra
were taken of 96,97,98Y on the 294.6 nm line, shown in
Figure 4. These were chosen as they lie at the peak of

Al (MHz) Au (MHz)
Experimental −1803(5) −391(5)
Theoretical −1780 −352

TABLE I. Measured hyperfine A parameters for the levels
of the 294.6 nm 5s 2S1/2 → 5p 2P1/2 transition in 89Y2+,
together with theoretical estimates.
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FIG. 4. Summed optical spectra of 96,97,98Y taken on the
294.6 nm Y2+ transition during a first experiment.

fission production and 96,98Y, each having nuclear ground
state spins of zero, present single component resonances.
While the resonances of 96,98Y could be located and the
isotope shift measured, 89Y2+ ions were not available to
provide a frequency reference. For 97Y, one peak was
measured, assumed (and later proven) to be the most in-
tense peak of the ground state structure. Due to the addi-
tional error in determining the centroid of this structure,
and the close proximity of the modified isotope shift, this
could not contribute to making a precise King plot.

Since a minimum of two isotope shifts are required for a
King plot, a second experiment was conducted to remea-
sure 96,98Y, but with 89Y ions available simultaneously to
provide an accurate frequency reference. Although these
spectra had been measured previously at different times,
drifts in experimental conditions such as the laser fre-
quency and acceleration voltage can take place between
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FIG. 5. Summed optical spectra of 89,96,98Y taken on the
294.6 nm Y2+ transition during a second experiment.

A A′ δνA,A
′

(MHz) δ〈r2〉A,A
′

(fm2)
89 96 −1546(7) 0.842
89 98 −2054(8) 1.114
96 98 −512(9) 0.275

TABLE II. Isotope shifts for 89,96,98Y measured on the
294.6 nm transition, together with the corresponding changes
in mean-square charge radii using MCDF calculations of F
and M for this transition. Note that the value given for the
δν96,98 isotope shift is from a measurement taken indepen-
dently of those for δν89,96 and δν89,98.

beam times. Measuring all three spectra within a single
experiment, shown in Figure 5, was crucial in minimising
systematic errors for the frequency differences. The iso-
tope shifts measured on the 294.6 nm line are summarised
in Table II.

The isotope shifts for both the 363.3 nm and 294.6 nm
transitions were multiplied by a modification factor

µA,A
′

=
mAmA′

mA′ −mA
. (6)

A King plot was then formed of the modified isotope
shifts for the 363.3 nm transition against those for the
294.6 nm transition (Figure 6). This plot took the form
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FIG. 6. The King plot of the modified isotope shifts for
the 363.3 nm transition used previously [14] and the 294.6 nm
transition in the doubly-charged ion used in this work.

of a straight line with gradient,

F363.3nm

F294.6nm
= 1.480(31), (7)

and intercept,

M363.3nm −M294.6nm
F363.3nm

F294.6nm
= 1379(59) GHz · u. (8)

IV. THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS

Extensive MCDF calculations were performed to ob-
tain accurate F and M values for the isotope shift of
the 294.6 nm 5s 2S1/2 → 5p 2P1/2 transition in doubly-
charged yttrium. The atomic wave functions were cre-
ated using the GRASP2K package [34]. The mass shift
parameter M was calculated by evaluating the expecta-
tion value of the nuclear recoil operator in the generated
atomic wave functions (2) using the RIS3 program [35].
The field-shift parameter F was obtained by calculating
the transition energy for several different model nuclei.

In order to monitor convergence, a systematically en-
larged multi-configuration basis is generated by virtual
excitations from a set of reference configurations to a
maximum of seven layers of correlation orbitals.

The set of reference configurations from which the ini-
tial reference basis was built is shown in Table III. It
includes the 5s1/2, 5p1/2 as well as the 5p3/2 configura-
tion state functions (CSFs) together with several higher-
excited CSFs of the same total angular momentum J and
parity π. After generating wave functions for this refer-
ence set (optimizing the three lowest levels for each J and
π), the CSF set was reduced to only include those CSFs
with a share of at least 0.001 of the 5s 2S1/2 or 5p 2P1/2

level. This yields a set of 18 CSFs of the configurations
4p65l, 4p54d5l and 4p44d25l (l = s, p) which was used as
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Jπ = 1/2+ Jπ = 1/2−, 3/2−

[Ar]3d10 4s2 4p6 5s [Ar]3d10 4s2 4p6 5p
4p4 4d2 5s 4p4 4d2 5p
4p5 4d 5p 4p5 4d 5s
4p4 4f2 5s 4p4 4f2 5p
4p5 5s 5p 4p5 5p2

4p4 5s 5p2 4p4 5p3

4p6 6s

TABLE III. Reference configurations which were used to cre-
ate the initial estimate for the wave function basis. In total,
these configurations amount to 578 CSFs.

Layers CSFs
0 18
1 26,849
2 70,541
3 135,010
4 220,256
5 326,279
6 453,079
7 600,656

TABLE IV. Number of CSFs for each number of correlation
layers.

the reference for the systematically enlarged basis. This
approach of an active space expansion using a multiref-
erence has been previously described in Refs. [36, 37].

Based on this reference set, single and double exci-
tations from the 4p, 4d, 5s and 5p orbitals to correla-
tion orbitals nl with l ≤ g were considered. Only CSFs
which couple to at least one of the reference CSFs (via the
Dirac-Coulomb Hamiltonian) were included. This yields
basis sets of up to 600,000 CSFs for seven correlation lay-
ers, as shown in Table IV. By adding correlation layers,
the calculated transition energy converges to a value of
33,850 cm−1 which is within 0.25% of the experimental
value of 33,934 cm−1 [25]. Based on the generated atomic
wave functions, the mass and field shift parameters, M
and F , were calculated. The field shift parameter was
calculated by considering model nuclei with mass num-
bers A = 89, 91, 93, 96, 98.

Table V gives the calculations for F and M (the sum
of “normal” and “specific” mass shift components) which
are seen to converge to

F294.6nm = −1964 MHz · fm−2, (9)

M294.6nm = +130 GHz · u. (10)

A more detailed description of the methods employed
here can be found in previous work [22, 36].

V. DISCUSSION

Equation 1 was used, together with the values of F
and M for the 294.6 nm transition calculated via the

M (GHz·u)
Layers ∆E (cm−1) NMS SMS F (MHz·fm−2)

0 33,383 +998 −958 −1925
1 33,735 +363 −235 −1953
2 33,863 +481 −325 −1951
3 33,851 +443 −333 −1964
4 33,853 +470 −352 −1960
5 33,851 +467 −345 −1964
6 33,850 +475 −346 −1962
7 33,850 +477 −347 −1964

TABLE V. Transition energy ∆E and isotope shift parame-
ters NMS, SMS and F for each number of correlation layers.
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2 >
	(f
m
2 )

Calculation	for	363.3nm	line
Calculation	for	321.7nm	line
Empirical	estimate
Calculation	for	294.6nm	line

FIG. 7. Mean-square charge radii of yttrium isotopes cal-
culated using an empirical estimate [14] and MCDF calcula-
tions for the 363.3 nm line [22], the 321.7 nm line [22] and the
294.6 nm line of this work.

MCDF method, to extract values of δ〈r2〉 for 89,96Y and
89,98Y, shown in Table II. Moreover, a recalibration of
the atomic factors for the 363.3 nm line, and therefore all
previously measured radii, could now be done using the
King plot. Equations 7–10 give the values

F363.3 nm =− 2908 MHz · fm−2, (11)

M363.3 nm = + 1571 GHz · u. (12)

The recalibrated radii are shown in Figure 7, together
with the empirical estimates [14] and those deduced using
MCDF calculations performed for the 363.3 nm and the
321.7 nm lines [22].

Unlike the calculations for the singly-charged ion, the
calculations for the 294.6 nm line are relatively simple be-
cause the levels involved in the transitions have no open
d-subshells. We believe the calculated value for F294.6 nm

to be the most precise. However, the value for M294.6 nm

likely has a larger uncertainty due to the opposing and
near cancelling contributions of the NMS and SMS. Nev-
ertheless, it is indeed the charge radii extracted using
the atomic factors calculated for the doubly-charged ion
that provide the closest match to the empirical estimates.
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It is encouraging that the MCDF calculated factors for
the 294.6 nm line yield such similar radii when compared
with the empirical estimates, giving added confidence to
these values. The only perceptible difference is that the
new calculations for the radii after the shape change are
a little higher than previous estimates. This confirms
yttrium as the isotope chain where the increase in defor-
mation is maximised, during a transition from soft oblate
shapes to rigid prolate shapes.

The configurations involved in the 363.3 nm transition
are more complicated, although a larger mass shift indi-
cates that this transition at least benefits from a lesser
cancellation of the SMS with the NMS. Using calculations
for the 321.7 nm line, the agreement of the extracted radii
is the poorest. This may be due to a combination of the
open d-subshell in addition to partial cancellation of the
NMS and SMS, where relativistic effects (neglected in
earlier calculations) may play a significant role.

VI. SUMMARY

Isotope shifts of selected isotopes of yttrium have been
remeasured using a different transition to two previously
studied, in order to assess the reliability of MCDF calcu-
lations, and to provide confidence in the nuclear mean-
square charge radii values previously extracted. In this
case the chosen transition is in the doubly-charged ion
and removes the complication of an open d-subshell in
the calculations, which provide radii closely matching

earlier (empirical) estimates. We encourage further de-
velopments in such calculations, which are crucial for el-
ements where a calibration for the radii does not exist,
due to there being too few naturally occurring isotopes.

For such studies, the IGISOL IV facility possesses
versatility in terms of production, which is fast and
universal, irrespective of chemical or physical proper-
ties. Among other purposes, optical pumping enables
the study of a greater range of transitions, not hav-
ing the ground state in common, to better benchmark
MCDF calculations. The availability of doubly-charged
ions gives further flexibility, and an alkali vapour charge
exchange cell [38] will soon be installed immediately up-
stream of the photon detection region for studies of neu-
tralised atoms.
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